
Pedagogy

Leadership Away Day
27.8.20

Please note – this session will be recorded. Please keep your camera off. 

We are planning to record this session – please 
let me know if that is not ok with you – and 
please remind me!





Rest and reflection



Introductions – role, area of focus



First Name Surname Academy 2020/21

Jenny Shaw Begbrook Primary Academy

Ed Thomas Bristol Brunel Academy

Lou Roscoe Bristol Brunel Academy

Nicola Phelps Bristol Metropolitan Academy

Rachel Purdell-Lewis Bristol Metropolitan Academy

Jennifer Onslow Broadoak Academy

Ben Tucker City Academy Bristol

Alison Fletcher CLF Executive Team

Sarah Lovell CLF Executive Team

Chris Baker CLF Institute

Rachel Symons CLF Institute

Siobhan Cole Digitech Studio School Bristol

Chris Barrett Evergreen Primary Academy

Nikki Dawson Frome Vale Academy

Anya Peyton Hanham Woods Academy

Linda Hall Hanham Woods Academy

Adrian Esch Hans Price Academy

Amanda Morris John Cabot Academy

Richard Cormack John Cabot Academy

Rob Chomnicki King's Oak Academy

Sarah Franklin King's Oak Academy Acorn

Matthew Randle Post 16

Estella Nelson Snowdon Village Academy

Sarah Watts Snowdon Village Academy

Kirsty McLeod-Hughes Summerhill Academy

Ian Garforth Winterstoke Hundred Academy

Strength in number | Collective 
expertise
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Education luminary
Light in the darkness





Post-pandemic pathway for every child



Reasons to feel bright 



Live up to expectations | open doors for our children 



2012 | 2020 |  What matters most



The context and climate has shifted…



Sense of self                            Sense of place



Self Agency: the ability to understand, shape, make decisions, control, 
develop and make things happen in your world that has a positive influence 
on those you choose to share your life with, personally and professionally.

Self Agency



1960 | 2020 | How children thrive  



How children thrive  



How children thrive  



How children thrive  



The whole curriculum | everything | a 
pedagogical challenge



Formative assessment in the classroom, 
responsive teaching
Unpicking what formative assessment means in the classroom to develop a 
shared understanding of what good formative practice looks like. We will 
initiate a discussion about what the best protocols are in relation to different 
curriculum areas to enable teachers to make a deliberate choice about what 
they use and when. This includes developing trust wide enactment 
exemplifications of sequences of learning with a showcase on the type and 
kinds of formative assessment that have worked best. These will be developed 
and written by teachers. 

We will take our learning to teachers, subject leader groups, subject 
communities and to our networks to make it part of the discussion.



‘If your students have no desire to learn, you 
are wasting your time’ Wiliam, 2018.

Increasing engagement in learning: We will be looking at ways to 
ensure children are actively engaged in their own learning, and how 
we can activate them as learning resources for one another.
We will look at key successful learning behaviours and how to assess a 
child holistically in order to ensure they develop the key skills and 
attributes they need to have agency, in line with the loftier goals of our 
curriculum. 



The PD platform gives us the infrastructure to 
develop personalised curriculum for teacher 
learning.

Formative and actionable feedback needs to be 
part of the internal Academy and trust wide 
routines of ARVs and beyond.

Existing networks strengthen improvements.



Children need Eureka time.

Time to ponder, to wonder, to 
make sense and meaning of 
things.

Time to grapple, to engage, to 
form opinions and to change 
their minds.

Time to make meaning, and 
develop a sense of self and a 
sense of place.

Eureka time



We need to find the bright 
spots/red dance/exceptional as 
part of routines.

Capture those and play back out to 
all – far and wide influence and 
develop pedagogy.

Use the learning to develop the 
trust wide standard.

Archimedes moments



What are our five pillars?

Evidence in 
learning –
internal and 
external

No more 
random acts of 
teaching/
learning

All teachers are 
empowered to 
learn | All 
develop their 
practice and 
pedagogy

Learning is 
irresistible

Culture of 
empowerment 
and self-
improvement







We don’t routinely see any aspect of this cycle.

We see the cycle listed on a series of 
PowerPoint slides.

We hear children talking about going to the We 
do section now – which teachers feel is a 
success and I feel is a downfall.

We have created some structure to lessons 
(which mirrors the best enactment of the 
National strategies guidance c.20 years 
previous.)

We have a huge opportunity to re-think Home 
Learning and Pre-do/over learning via 
EdTech/distance learning gains.

We have some history here…



The point at which curriculum 
meets pedagogy is key.

Domain specific expertise and 
excellence needs to be 
defined and demonstrated.

Subject knowledge 
enhancement will support 
learning for all.



As easy as 1, 2, 3.



Learning and Progress
• Are children realising the promise of the curriculum (intent), 

the loftier goals and making progress? 
• Do children make progress in all classes as a consequence of 

the quality of teaching?
• What are the routines and pedagogical approaches that 

secure learning and progress over time? 
• How do you stretch and challenge children to care, have 

opinions and deeply engage in the subject?
• What do the books/work tell us about the quality of 

provision and progress that children make?

The PD platform and networks enables us to 
support, influence and extend the quality of 
professional development.

We are able to support teachers to get closer to 
individual CPD.

The gap is at skill-level, specific and based on 
their own practice.



If teaching was always 
only this, we would 
never achieve our 
curriculum statement. 

This is the stuff of routine, 
of standard, of checklists. 
This is not joy-filled alone.



Understanding and supporting colleagues to 
effectively and intelligently enact our curriculum

– continuing to build a professional learning culture 
across the Trust focused on the leveraging pedagogy

and the quality of teaching.

Is it time to be clearer and bolder about 
what we value in learning and teaching. 
Do we have a responsibility to influence 

pedagogy?





Sustainability in 
pedagogyWe need to invest in the three rooms model

Develop a trust wide set of pedagogy 
principles
Commit to supporting all to develop 
professionally
Be clear about what we value and promote 
this trust wide – trust trials, filmed extracts, 
PD platform showcase – exemplification

There are 5 key levers;
PD platform
PDP
Teachers’ Standards self-audit
networks
commitment for and from all



Pervasive culture of scholarship… Shared planning 
principles
Emerging middle 
leaders
Agility
All teachers getting 
better and better 
and better
R&D
TRGs
Seminar series
Publication 
through 
conference and 
beyond



Providing access to 
rich materials.

Ensure opportunity 
to discuss, debate, 
provoke opinion.

Consider how this 
informs practice for 
maximum impact.



A CLF compendium of 
research, readings and a 
range of CPDL 
opportunities for all to 
access over time.



https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/support-and-training-for-schools/teaching-cambridge-at-your-school/great-teaching-
toolkit/#:~:text=Professor%20Rob%20Coe%20and%20his,the%20potential%20to%20transform%20learning.

https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/support-and-training-for-schools/teaching-cambridge-at-your-school/great-teaching-toolkit/#:%7E:text=Professor%20Rob%20Coe%20and%20his,the%20potential%20to%20transform%20learning.








| Collective expertise | Becoming a contributor







Time for discussion

What needs developing, 
adapting, changing?

What did you think was 
missing from the piece?

What do you need?



What ifs?
What are your thoughts? 

What else could we think about doing? 

Any additional ideas?

Next steps
How will you take this forward in your 
Academy.

How close are you in role to Director of 
Professional Learning.

What do you need from the trust?
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